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Diversity Cup 2015, Rules Overview 
 

 All participating teams shall submit a list of Fourteen (15) players before they play any of their  

Scheduled games. The final deadline for the member registration is 7/20/2015 by 11:59pm 

 Diversity Cup 2015 will allow the 12th man to participate in batting and bowling. Any 11 of the 

declared 12 players can participate in Batting & any 11 of the 12 declared players can participate in 

Bowling/Fielding. Teams should be ready to play (have 7 players) by toss time. All players have to be 

at the field at the start of the game. 

 All matches will consist of 1 inning per side. Each inning will be of 20 overs. A bowler will be    

        allowed to bowl no more than 1/5 of the total allotted overs. In the event of a reduced game, overs  

        reduced are distributed across the 5 bowlers (min) clause, i.e. if the match is reduced to 17 overs  

        then only 2 bowlers can bowl max limit of 4 overs and all others will have a limit of 3 overs.   

 If a player is absent from the field for longer than 8 minutes: 

i) the player shall not be permitted to bowl in that innings after his return until he has been     

    on the field for at least that length of playing time for which he was absent. 

ii) the player shall not be permitted to bat unless or until, in the aggregate, he has returned to   

    the field and/or his side’s innings has been in progress for at least that length of playing time for    

    which he has been absent or, if earlier, when his side has lost five wickets.   

 30 yd circle will be implemented. For the first 6 overs, not more than 2 players will be allowed outside 

of 30yd circle. At all other times, a minimum of 4 players, in addition to bowler and wicket keeper, have 

to be present inside of 30yd circle. 

 At any point in the game, there shall not be more than 5 fielders on the on-side (leg-side). 

 No more than 2 fielders are allowed backward of square on the on-side (leg-side). 

 A bowler shall be limited to 1 fast short-pitched delivery (above shoulder) per over/per batsmen. 

 The umpire shall call a no-ball if the above four conditions are not met. 

 Free Hit will be implemented for every foot fault no ball. 

 Players are required to wear the Shirt and Trouser provided by (GSI). 

 Organizing committee has the right to modify rules with proper notification to the participating teams. In 

case of an unforeseen situation, organizing committee (GSI) makes the ruling which will be final (no 

protest will be entertained). 

 Organizing committee (GSI) shall schedule all games. Participating teams will be sent a copy of the 

schedule. Requests for rescheduling of games will not be entertained. 

 1 hr 35 minutes per inning including one water break (5 minute), if, needed (10th over). If a team is not 

able to bowl allotted overs within time limit, following penalties shall be imposed by the umpire: 5 runs 

for every over that has been bowled after the cutoff time.  

 All games will be scheduled at Mirage Park (Detroit), Bloomer Park (Rochester Hills) and, Trombly Park 

(Warren). Additional grounds may be used if needed.  

 Each player should have originated from the country’s team they are representing except World XI, Asia 

XI, USA Stars &. World XI team can have maximum of 3 players from 3 ICC Cricket playing 

nationalities and minimum of 2 players from other ICC playing Nations (Must have 1 minimum 

Bangladesh and West-indies). USA Stars & Canada Maple Leafs can have 3 players with US/Canada 

Work or Student Visa, rest of the players needs to be either USA/Canada citizen or permanent residents. 

Asia XI can have a minimum of 2 players in the playing 12 from ICC Cricket playing countries such as 

Bangladesh & Sri Lanka, a minimum of 3 players from India, Pakistan. 

 In case of dispute regarding the outcome of any match, technical committee headed by Mr. Shaiju Eapen 

& 2 umpires will make the final ruling. 

Rain Rule: 

a) In the event of rain, if much time is lost, a game will have to be decided on the basis of the Net Run Rate. 

The revised target will simply be Run Rate multiplied by # of Overs remaining + One Run. One over will 

be shortened per 4 minutes of play loss. If rains arrive in second inning, and 10 overs have been bowled, 

then the team with the better Run rate wins.  

b) In case a game has to be shortened due to weather, minimum of 10 overs per innings have to be bowled 

for it to constitute a complete match. If the game is abandoned, each team will be awarded 2 points.  There 

is no provision for an alternate day in the event of rain for any game except Semis or Finals if the 

tournament committee decides to exercise this right with consultation of the teams involved. 
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Point System & Finals: 

c)      The following point system will apply :   Win 4Points, Tie/No Result 2Points, Loss 0Points 

d)      In the event of all team(s) finishing on equal points in the group, qualifiers for final will be decided as 

per the below mentioned criteria: 

(i) Number of wins (If that is equal then use (ii)) 

(ii) Net Run rate (runs scored/overs played – runs allowed/overs bowled) rounded to three 

decimal places.   ((If that is equal then use (iii)) 

(iii) The team having lost fewer wickets in all of the group matches shall progress to final (If 

number of wickets same, then use iv) 

(iv) If all the above fail to break the tie, then a coin toss supervised by the umpire shall decide the 

outcome of the game. 

e) In the event the Semis/finals results in a tie, then the winner between the finalists teams is by 

bowling a super over. 3 batsmen and one bowler are chosen for each team who are to bowl one over 

each on the same pitch with the same ball. Team who batted second will have the first super over. If 

two wickets fall then the team is out and no more balls will be bowled. The other team will follow 

similarly. In the event of a tie in the super over the team loosing the fewer number of wickets will 

win. If that is tied there will be a count back to the number of 6's in the whole inning including super 

over, if still tied then a count back to the number of 4's in the whole inning including super over. 

 All other ICC rules will be followed if not mentioned. 


